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· Abstract:
Much of recent library literature on the subject of foreign language acquisitions in academic
libraries focuses on establishing approval plans with various vendors in different languages. But
what should a subject selector do with a flat budget and multiple languages, when the approval
plan for English-language resources has been cut? This preliminary project looks to describe
efforts at the University of Mississippi to build the foreign language collection when the
approval plan was no longer funded. Working closely and frequently with foreign language
faculty to assess their collection needs has proved invaluable. Proposed methodology includes a
survey of librarians at peer institutions, and/or selected interviews with colleagues.

· Annotated Lit Review:
Cohen, Martin and James Galbraith. “The Five Blind Men and the Elephant: Differing
Perceptions of the Institution of an Approval Plan.” Library Collections, Acquisitions, and
Technical Services 23 (1999): 31-38.

Discusses the first-time implementation of a book-in-hand approval plan at McGill University (Canada) as
a way to reduce processing costs and avoid downsizing. The article looks at the perspectives of library
administration, technical services, faculty, and vendors.

Dali, Keren and Juris Dilevko. “Beyond Approval Plans: Methods of Selection and Acquisition
of Books in Slavic and East European Languages in North American Libraries.” Library
Collections, Acquisitions, and Technical Services 29 (2005): 238-269.

Looks beyond vendor approval plans for methods to enrich Slavic language collections. Provides an
overview of contemporary collecting practices, emphasizing the value of book fairs, buying trips,
exchanges, gifts, independent book agents, North American foreign language bookstores, and online
bookstores.

Ogilive, Marilyn Bailey. “Books from Abroad, One Collection Development Strategy.” The
Acquisitions Librarian 27 (2002): 27-34.

The Special Collections Unit at the University of Oklahoma supplements their regular acquisitions strategy
with book buying trips abroad. In all likelihood, libraries who cannot secure funding for traditional
approval plans will not be able to afford overseas book buying trips.

Plodinec, Louise and June Breland Schmidt. “Which Worked Better for Mississippi State:
Standing Orders or an Approval Plan?” Library Collections, Acquisitions, and Technical
Services 26 (2002): 439-448.

At Mississippi State University, a select approval plan of seven university presses was chosen in favor of a
standing order plan. While this is an interesting study, it is also true that university presses rarely include
foreign language titles, and the vendors who carry these presses rarely carry foreign presses. Therefore,
approval plans with typical academic vendors (BNA, B&T, YBP) are not enough to build a foreign
language collection.
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Vertrees, Linda S. “Foreign Acquistions: Frustration and Fun!” Vendors and Library
Acquistions. Ed. William A. Katz. New York: Haworth, 1991. 75-81.

This article examines the policies and procedures of the Chicago Public Library in ordering foreign
language materials, using profile orders and title-by-title purchase orders, with help from public service
librarians and the Library of Congress Overseas Operations Division.


